
The Zomo Flightcase P-Opus-Quad NSE Flight Case was produced

suitable for the Pioneer DJ Opus Quad DJ controller DJ controller.

The Flightcase P-Opus-Quad NSE in the noble NSE (= Night Style

Edition) inspires thanks to its deep black look. This modern equipment

case is extremely robust to survive the strenuous tour everyday life

without any problems.

To prevent the controller from shaking, the Opus Quad Flightcase is

equipped with an excellent inner padding, which protects the device

from defects, scratches or external damage. To keep your valuable DJ

equipment safe from the challenging DJ daily routine, the Zomo DJ

Cases are of course road and flight ready. For easy transport the

Zomo Flightcase is equipped with wheels.

Thanks to the high-quality processed, laminated 9mm plywood, the

Flightcase P-Opus-Quad NSE Equipment Case is strongly shock and

scratch resistant and therefore armed against abrasion or cigarette

burns. The extra wide and black painted aluminum profiles and extra

stable ball corners provide for noble and appealing optical details,

which give the flight case a high durability.

Even if your equipment is still in the flightcase, the front cover can be

easily and quickly removed before the performance. We recommend

the optional ZOMO EA-1 ANGLE ADAPTER to plug in the headphones even easier to the DJ mixer.

Also in terms of design, the Pioneer DJ Equipment Flightcase can fully inspire. The noble design in the midnight black NSE edition is

absolutely stylish and without question an eye-catcher. For an exceptionally tight fit of the lid and easy unlocking and locking provide

the practical butterfly snap locks. Also all NSE Equipment Cases are lockable with an optional padlock for higher protection against

theft.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects the equipment from defects, scratches or further damages

High quality for the hardest use

Extra sturdy design

Elegant design

High-quality processed interior padding

Ball corners

First class butterfly snap locks

Integrated grab handles

Wheels for easy transport

Removable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable equipment 1x Pioneer DJ Opus Quad

Outer material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Outer dimensions 979 (width) x 563 (depth) x 221 (height) mm
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